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ARTICLE 8

Exercise of Consular Functions on Behalf of a Third State

Upon appropriate notification to the receiving State, a consular post Oif
the sending State may, unless the receiving State objects, exercise consular
functions in the receiving State on behaif of a third State.

ARTICLE 9

Classes of Heads of Consular Posts
1. Heads of consular posts are divided into four classes, namely:

(a) consuls-general;
(b) consuls;
(c) vice-consuls;
(d) consular agents.

2. Paragraph 1 of this Article in no way restricts the right of any of Cbe
contracting Parties to fix the designation of consular officers other than tb"
heads of consular posts.

ARTICLE 10

Appointment andi Admission of Heads of Consular Posts
1. Heads of consular posts are appointed by the sending State and aX'e
admitted to the exercise of their functions by the receiving State.
2. Subject to the provisions of the present Convention, the formalities for td>e
appointment and for the admission of the head of a consular post are
determined by the laws, regulations and usages of the sending State and Of
the receiving State respectively.

ARTICLE il

The Consular Commission or Notification of Appointment

1. The head of a consular post shall be provided by the sending State with '
document in the form of a commission or similar instrument, made out fat
each appointment, certifying his capacity and showing, as a general rule, b15
full name, his category and class, the consular district and the seat of tlle
consular post.

2. The sending State shail transmit the commission or similar instrunreli
through the diplomatic or other appropriate channel to the Government 0f tle<
State in whose territory the head of a consular post is to exercise
functions.

3. If the receiving State agrees, the sending State may, instead of a coIT1fl"5'
sion or similar instrument, send to the receiving State a notification coniteaI
ing the particulars required by paragraph 1 of this Article.

ARTICLE 12

The Exequatur

1. The head o! a consular post is admitted to the exercise o! his functiofl 5

an authorization from the receiving State termed an exequatur, whatever tj
form of this authorization.


